A modern, integrated S1000D
solution for the entire supply chain.
Whether you are new to S1000D or familiar with managing
S1000D projects, Xignal makes S1000D creation and delivery
easy every step of the way.

Simplify S1000D project set-up with an intuitive user
interface and built-in wizards
Author with ease via the integrated authoring
environment as familiar as Word
Collaborate securely with contributors and reviewers
via the integrated S1000D CSDB
Create compliant publications and generate your
customer ready user manual for PDF or IETM using the
drag and drop Publication Module builder

Take advantage of the power of
S1000D without the complexities and
costs of traditional S1000D solutions.

Built for Collaboration

Built for Security
Xignal is a secure environment for
collaborating on S1000D documentation
of a sensitive nature. Xignal is designed
with robust security provisions to ensure
your data is secure.

Xignal S1000D is designed with the user experience at the forefront.
Modern wizards and tooltips make initial project set-up quick and easy.
You can assign users, roles, permissions and set up a workflow for your team in
an instant. The fully customisable dashboard helps you to monitor user workload,
project progress and the status of each dataset at a glance.

Secure
Cloud-based Microsoft Azure

•

Hosted in Microsoft Azure
in-country data centre

•

Data encryption including
in transit and at rest

•

Cyber essentials acredited

Secure collaboration in real time with your
colleagues, customers and distributed teams
throughout the supply chain.
Create custom roles, granting specific
permissions within your team and across the
supply-chain. Xignal will ensure everyone is
alerted when they have a task to complete or a
review is needed, and that everyone has access
to the resources they need.

deployment at a regional

Create

(or your own existing) data centre

Custom roles & permissions for
external collaborators

Xignal S1000D
Authoring Tool
Start authoring in S1000D with tools
that work the way you do.
Our S1000D editor is designed with a
familiar MS Word look and feel. The
authoring environment is browser-based
and fully integrated into the CSDB. This
means that with one click you can insert
graphics and data module references.
At the same time continuous schema
validation means that you can confidently
create S1000D data modules with
little-to-no XML knowledge.

Whether you are looking for smarter
ways of collaborating with suppliers
and partners, or coming to S1000D
for the first time, Xignal is a secure
and easy to use solution for authoring,
sharing and publishing technical
documentation.

External review and approval
from within your system

Manage

Publish

Intuitive S1000D CSDB

Xignal integrated
S1000D CSDB
The flexible, modern S1000D CSDB has
all the features you need to manage and
deliver your technical documentation.
You can easily import project business
rules (BREX) and common information
repositories (CIRs) and the Publication
Module (PM) builder ensures that
publishing is as easy and drag and drop.

Generate full PDF manuals with
drag and drop builder and
superfast one-click publishing

Xignal S1000D Publishing
Publish data instanty with the drag and drop
builder and one click publishing.
Print your publications directly from the S1000D
CSDB or editor for PDF or IETM output.

Contact us today for a Demo
info@xignal-s1000d.com
www.xignal-s1000d.com

No other S1000D solution can boast
this power, flexibility, or ease of use.
Modern UX

Fully Integrated S1000D CSDB & editor

Cross-organisational collaboration

Modern, browser-based interface with
familiar look-and-feel, dashboard
reporting and intuitive control.

Add graphics directly from the common
source database, with simple search and
one-click insertion.

Powerful and flexible permissions allow
you to bring suppliers and customers onto
the platform as contributors or reviewers.

Complete S1000D validation

Custom workflows

Advanced Data reuse

Schema and BREX validation as you work,
or on demand across the entire dataset, to
eliminate errors and ensure compliance.

Create custom workflows with multiple
reviewers to suit the unique structure of
each S1000D project.

Simple creation and editing of
Common Information Repository (CIR)
data modules.

Rapidly create and batch upload

Unique WYSIWYG S1000D authoring

Easy referencing

Guided, step-by-step process to create
new data modules or create via a batch
upload directly from Excel.

Modern, clutter-free authoring
environment. Work in formatted document
view or switch to editing XML tags.

One-click insertion of cross references and
data module references. Pick from a list
& all the formatting is applied automatically

Securely hosted on Microsoft Azure

Drag and drop PM builder

Microsoft Azure is one of the most reliable
hosting services with robust security. It is
trusted by governments and defence
departments world-wide

Easily build your Publication Module
(PM) structure then drag your DMs
into the headings.

One click PDF publishing
Instantly publish individual DMs or entire
manuals, including auto-generation of
various front matter data.

Supporting tech authors in organisations across the S1000D
supply chain with more intuitive, flexible and powerful authoring
and collaboration solutions.
Xignal is developed by GPSL, experts in complex information management and
publishing, with particular strengths in XML and S1000D. We are based in the
UK, USA and Australia and our customers include leading aerospace and
defence organisations worldwide.
Contact us today for a Demo: info@xignal-s1000d.com
www.xignal-s1000d.com

